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STAFF OF THE ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION RESPONSE 
TO IBERDROLA RENEWABLES, INC.’S SUPPLEMENTAL COMMENTS 

 
 
 Pursuant to the November 12, 2010 Notice of Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling, 

(“ALJ”) the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”), by and through its 

counsel, respectfully submits this Response to Iberdrola Renewables, Inc’s (“Iberdrola” or 

“IBR”) Supplemental Comments (“IBR Supplemental Comments”).  Staff also submits the 

Affidavit of Richard Zuraski in support of facts and non-legal matters contained herein. 

 

I. BACKGROUND 

 On November 10, 2010,1 IBR filed a motion for leave to file supplemental 

comments on the Illinois Power Agency’s (“IPA”) 2011 Procurement Plan (“Plan”) and a 

motion to amend the procedural schedule previously established in this proceeding by 

the ALJ.  On November 12, 2010 the ALJ granted both of IBR’s motions.  In the ALJ’s 

ruling, IBR was directed to make a compliance filing by November 15, 2010 indicating 

whether it intends its compromise position to be effective only in the event that all other 

parties accept/do not object to the compromise position as set forth in its November 10, 

2010 Supplemental Comments.  IBR did not make a compliance filing until November 16, 

                                            
1
 The motions were filed on e-Docket on November 10, 2010 at 9:42 p.m. and 8:10 p.m. respectively. 
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2010 at 3:58 p.m.  Staff’s Response is limited to responding to IBR’s proposed framework 

for resolution (No Long Term Renewable Contract for the 2011 Plan, Mid Term RECs for 

the 2011 Plan and Long Term Renewable Contract Workshops).  The absence of a 

response by Staff to a particular comment/objection by IBR in its supplemental comments 

should not be construed to mean that Staff agrees with the comments/objections made 

by IBR. Staff’s addresses solely IBR’s compromise offer found at pages 9-13 of its 

supplemental comments. 

 

II. STAFF’S POSITION ON IBR’s COMPROMISE OFFER 

A. No Long Term Renewable Contract for the Instant Plan. 

Under IBR’s compromise offer, as Staff understands it, there would be no “long 

term” renewable contract included in the instant plan. (IBR Supplemental Comments, p. 

9)  Apparently, IBR’s definition of “long term” begins somewhere beyond five years, since 

IBR’s compromise offer still includes the inclusion in the instant plan of five year 

contracts.  Without waiving Staff’s objections to the five-year contract proposal, Staff 

supports IBR’s revised recommendation to keep even longer-term contracts out of the 

instant procurement plan. 

B. Mid Term REC’s in the 2011 Plan 

Under IBR’s compromise offer, the instant Plan would include the procurement of 

five-year contracts for renewable energy credits (“REC”), consistent with Wind on the 

Wires’ (“WOW”) proposal, as modified by Staff and IBR’s recommendations.  (Id., p. 10)  

To be clear, Staff continues to recommend that the Commission approve the IPA’s 

proposal to include in this year’s procurement plan only the acquisition of unbundled 

RECs through one-year contracts covering the delivery period June 2011 through May 
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2012.  Staff’s arguments for this position were set forth in its October 18, 2010 Response 

to Objections.  Since IBR has presented no new arguments for inserting 5-year REC 

contracts into the instant plan, Staff shall not repeat its counter arguments here.   

However, if the Commission chooses not to accept Staff’s primary 

recommendation on this issue, Staff notes that WOW’s 5-year unbundled REC proposal, 

as modified by Staff, raises the fewest unresolved issues associated with longer-term 

contracts and/or bundled contracts.  Hence, if the Commission chooses not to accept 

Staff’s recommendation to reject all of the long-run renewable proposals, Staff would 

recommend that the Commission approve IBR’s compromise offer with regard to the 

WOW proposal, as modified by Staff.  Since IBR does not spell out all of Staff’s 

modifications, Staff repeats them here for clarity’s sake.  In particular, Staff would 

recommend limiting the 5-year REC contract procurement to the WOW-specified 

quantities of 200,000 MWH per year for Ameren and 550,000 MWH per year for ComEd, 

and to Staff’s recommended annual expenditure caps of no more than 10-15 percent of 

the June 2011 through May 2012 budget.  Furthermore, Staff recommends setting solar 

PV targets of zero MWH for the 5-year REC contract procurement.  However, if positive 

solar PV targets are set, then Staff recommends the Commission order that the statutory 

solar preference be treated with the same priority as the existing wind preference.  To be 

more specific, Staff recommends that the Commission officially sanction the selection 

rule that NERA set forth in the Appendix 5 – Evaluation Process of the 2010 Long-Term 

Renewable Energy and REC RFP Process and Rules for ComEd, attached to this 

Response as Attachment A.2 

                                            
2
 Note: With its October 18, 2010 Response to Objections, Staff attached the September 10, 2010 version 

of NERA’s Appendix 5.  On November 9, 2010, some minor revisions to the document were posted to the 
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C. Long Term Renewable Contract Workshops 

Under IBR’s compromise offer, long term renewable workshops would be held 

between January 2011 and May 2011 to develop a standard long term renewable 

contract. (Id., p. 11)  IBR further proposes nine guidelines for those workshops.  Staff 

does not object to IBR’s proposed workshop process, although Staff does object to some 

of IBR’s nine proposed guidelines, as discussed below.  Staff proposes revisions to the 

guidelines from two perspectives.  First, Staff proposes revisions to the substance of the 

guidelines.  Second, Staff proposes rewording the guidelines to clarify what, specifically, 

in Staff’s view, the Commission should be ordering.  Finally, Staff wants to make clear 

that its willingness to participate in long term renewable workshops in no way means that 

Staff will (or will not) support the inclusion of another long term renewable RFP in the 

next or any subsequent procurement plans. 

 

IBR guideline #1 

 1. Workshops shall be convened under the auspices of the 
Commission with invitations to all stakeholders, as well as the Staff, Illinois 
Attorney General and the IPA, to participate. 

It is somewhat unclear what “under the auspices of the Commission” and 

“stakeholders” mean.  In addition, Staff believes that an ultimate purpose of the 

workshops should be made clear, and, in Staff’s view, that purpose should be for 

interested parties to reach partial or full agreement on the role and form of long-run 

contracts for renewable energy resources in the procurement process.  Hence Staff 

would recommend the following alternative for guideline #1:  

                                                                                                                                               
procurement administrator’s web site.  Staff proposes using this more recent version, which is the version 
attached to this Response to IBR’s Supplemental Comments.  
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 1. The Commission orders Commission Staff to convene workshops, 
open to the public, but with notice provided to all parties of record in this 
proceeding, for the purpose of reaching partial or full agreement on the role and 
form of long-run contracts for renewable energy resources in the procurement 
process. 

 

IBR guideline #2 

 2. Workshop sessions should be directed by an objective Facilitator 
with no direct ties to any stakeholder or participant group.  The Facilitator should 
be selected by the Procurement Monitor, with the cost of the Facilitator 
underwritten by participating renewable developer stakeholders.  

 

Staff has no objection to the hiring of an objective Facilitator, but has some 

practical concerns with IBR guideline #2.  First, IBR presumes that the Commission’s 

contract with the procurement monitor permits the Commission to unilaterally require the 

procurement monitor to provide the service of selecting a facilitator.  Second, IBR does 

not indicate who, if anybody, can and will compel “participating renewable developer 

stakeholders” to pay the Facilitator’s fees (Note: Staff is unaware of any basis for the 

Commission to assert authority of that nature).  Third, to the extent to which IBR 

anticipates that the Facilitator could be hired by the Commission (even if paid for by third 

parties), the State’s own procurement process would not come to fruition within the time 

frame specified in IBR’s proposal.  In general, Staff finds IBR’s guideline #2 assumes too 

much about what is feasible.  Hence, Staff would recommend a more general guideline 

about the use of a Facilitator, as follows:  

 2. Without ordering, the Commission resolves that the workshop 
sessions should be directed by an objective Facilitator.   
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IBR guideline #3 

 3. The workshops should commence as soon as possible after the 
close of Docket No. 10-0563, roughly in conformance with the calendar proposed 
by IBR to enable the IPA to incorporate any workshop deliverables into any 
standard contract the IPA might utilize in procurements after the 2011 Plan.  Thus, 
workshops would commence in January 2011 and end roughly in May 2011.  

Staff has no objection to the schedule proposed by IBR.  However, the wording of 

this guideline is open to various interpretations, some of which Staff would oppose.  In 

particular, Staff would object if the guideline was interpreted as establishing a 

requirement that the IPA incorporate any workshop deliverables into future procurement 

plans or their implementation.  Such an interpretation would be contrary to the process 

set forth in the statute under section 16-111.5(e)(2) of the Public Utilities Act for the 

development of plans and standard contracts.  In addition, Staff would recommend 

adding flexibility to the start of the workshops, to better enable Staff to work around the 

instant plan’s implementation schedule and to account for potential delays in the 

selection of the Facilitator.  Hence, Staff would recommend the following alternative for 

guideline #3. 

 3. The Commission orders Commission Staff to convene the first 
workshop session no later than March 14, 2011.   

 

IBR guidelines #4 and #5 

 4. The workshops shall commence with sessions to identify and assess 
the risk perspectives of the various stakeholder groups, including but not limited to 
ratepayer risks, utility risks, project developer risks and lender/financing risks.  The 
participant stakeholders shall submit risk identification in writing to the Facilitator 
who shall facilitate a discussion and analysis of risk perspective as it related to 
contracting. 

 5. The Facilitator shall create a working committee consisting of 
representatives of stakeholder groups to assess the risk perspectives and prepare 
a report under the direction of the Facilitator which shall set forth written 
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recommendations concerning a reasonable approach to risk apportionment in a 
long term renewable contract and which shall answer the following questions: 

 Who has the most control over the risk? 

 Where are the greatest overlappings of risk? 

 Who should most fairly take the risk? 

 How can the risk be most fairly mitigated by the party that must 
assume the risk? 

While Staff agrees that risk assessment and allocation should be an important 

aspect of the workshops, it is neither necessary nor prudent to limit or even place special 

emphasis on this particular topic.  Rather, Staff would recommend that the Facilitator be 

afforded the latitude to solicit and select topics for the workshop sessions and reports.  

Hence, Staff would recommend the following alternative for guidelines #4 and #5. 

 4. Without ordering, the Commission resolves that the Facilitator should 
solicit and select topics for the workshop sessions.  

 5. Without ordering, the Commission resolves that the Facilitator should 
create working committees to prepare reports on one or more of the selected 
topics. 

 

IBR guideline #6 

 6. The Facilitator shall appoint a drafting committee comprised of 
attorneys representing each stakeholder group, including attorneys with 
experience drafting long term energy contracts.  The drafting committee shall 
create and submit to the Facilitator a model long term renewable energy contract 
or a report setting forth model provisions or principles, which a long term 
renewable contract should incorporate.  The drafting committee shall utilize the 
risk perspective report described in Paragraph 5 above as the basis for its work. 

Arguably, “a model long term renewable energy contract or a report setting forth 

model provisions or principles, which a long term renewable contract should incorporate” 

would represent ultimate success in reaching agreement on the role and form of long-run 

contracts for renewable energy resources in the procurement process.  However, Staff 

recommends against the Commission treating the attainment of this worthy goal as a fait 
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accompli.  Furthermore, the wording of this guideline is open to various interpretations, 

some of which Staff would oppose.  In particular, Staff would object if the guideline was 

interpreted as establishing a requirement that any long term renewable energy contract 

template that results from the workshops must be embraced by the Commission in any 

future procurement plan docket, or by parties commenting on draft contracts during future 

plan implementations.  As noted in earlier, such an interpretation would be contrary to the 

process set forth in the statute at 220 ILCS 5/16-111.5(e)(2) for the development of plans 

and standard contracts.  Hence, Staff recommends that guideline #6 be changed to the 

following: 

 6. A model long term renewable energy contract or a report setting forth 
model provisions or principles which a long term renewable contract should 
incorporate, if supported by all workshop participants, would represent ultimate 
success in reaching agreement on the role and form of long-run contracts for 
renewable energy resources in the procurement process.  Nevertheless, by 
ordering that this workshop process be initiated, the Commission is not providing 
any advance endorsement or any pre-approval of any work product that may 
result, including but not limited to a model long term renewable energy contract or 
a report setting forth model provisions or principles which a long term renewable 
contract should incorporate. 

 

IBR guideline #7 

 7. The Facilitator shall timely publish and submit to the IPA and the 
Commission the work product of the workshops, including the model contract or 
contract provisions developed by the drafting committee. 

With respect to this guideline, Staff notes that workshops concerning issues that 

are before the Commission, or are expected to come before the Commission, are often 

considered by participants, through mutual agreement, to be in the nature of “settlement 

negotiations,” where statements made in the context of the workshops are not to be used 

against a party during litigation.  Presumably, such agreements enable workshop 
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participants to speak more openly with other workshop participants, in the process of 

forging compromise.  If, as stated in IBR guideline #7, the Facilitator “shall timely publish 

and submit to the IPA and the Commission the work product of the workshops, including 

the model contract or contract provisions developed by the drafting committee,” it is 

conceivable that fewer parties will participate and compromise will be stymied.  

Therefore, Staff would propose that the decision about what and where to publish, and 

what to send to the Commission, should be determined within the workshop process, 

itself.   Hence, Staff recommends that guideline #7 be changed to the following:  

 7. Without ordering, the Commission resolves that workshop 
participants enter into whatever formal or informal agreements they find desirable 
concerning confidentiality to maximize the effectiveness of the workshop process. 

 

IBR guideline #8 

 8. All workshop proceedings shall be publicly announced in advance 
and be open to any participants or observers and the attendance list for 
workshops should be circulated among participants at each workshop session. 

With respect to this guideline, Staff recommends that it be reworded as follows: 

 8. The Commission orders Commission Staff to publicly announce, in 
advance, the location, date and time of each workshop at which the Facilitator 
shall be present.  The Commission further orders Commission Staff to ask 
participants and observers to supply their names, the names of the organizations 
they represent, their email addresses, and optionally their telephone numbers; and 
Staff shall make this information available to all participants and observers that 
supply such information.  

 

IBR guideline #9 

 9. The Facilitator will be the final arbiter of any disputes or 
disagreements that may arise in the workshop process, subject to Commission 
oversight.  The Facilitator may modify the procedures for the workshop as 
appropriate and fair in the circumstances. 
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In Staff’s view, IBR guideline #9 is stated much too broadly, providing the 

Facilitator power over any and all disputes and disagreements.  Furthermore, while the 

phrase “subject to Commission oversight” is vague, Staff does not believe that the 

Commission (as a decision making body) should have any significant oversight over the 

workshops.  As previously stated, workshops concerning issues that are before the 

Commission, or are expected to come before the Commission, are often considered by 

participants, through mutual agreement, to be in the nature of “settlement negotiations.”  

As such, Staff believes Commission involvement could be counter-productive toward the 

goal of forging compromise between parties to the workshop.  Furthermore, if and when 

the workshop process results in meaningful agreements, there are appropriate 

administrative procedures available for bringing these agreements to the attention of the 

Commission.  Hence, Staff recommends that guideline #9 simply be deleted. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

 Staff respectfully requests that the Illinois Commerce Commission approve Staff’s 

recommendations set forth above in this docket.  

 

       Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
       ___________________________ 
 JESSICA L. CARDONI 
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Appendix 5 – Evaluation Process   

 
1. Eligible Resources  

 
Eligible resources are those that qualify as renewable energy resources under Section 1-10 of the 
Illinois Power Agency Act.  There are six Products: 
 

Product Location and Type of Eligible Renewable Energy Resource 

Illinois-Adjoining Wind A wind resource physically located in the state of Illinois, 
Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, Indiana, or Michigan 

Illinois-Adjoining Solar 
A solar photovoltaic resource physically located in the state of 
Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, Indiana, or 
Michigan 

Illinois-Adjoining Other 

A renewable energy resource as defined in the Act other than 
a wind or a solar photovoltaic resource and that is physically 
located in Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, 
Indiana, or Michigan 

Other-State Wind 
A wind resource physically located in a state other than 
Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, Indiana or 
Michigan 

Other-State Solar 
A solar photovoltaic resource physically located in a state 
other than Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, Missouri, Kentucky, 
Indiana or Michigan 

Other-State Other  

A renewable energy resource as defined in the Act other than 
a wind or a solar photovoltaic resource and that is physically 
located in a state other than Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa, 
Missouri, Kentucky, Indiana or Michigan 

 
 
 
2. Benchmarks 

Benchmarks will be established by the Procurement Administrator, in consultation with the Illinois 
Power Agency, the Procurement Monitor, and the Illinois Commerce Commission (“ICC”) Staff.  The 
benchmarks are confidential and are subject to review and approval by the ICC.  
 
Bids that fail to meet the benchmarks are eliminated from consideration and are not evaluated. 
 
3. Targets and Budget 

The of Bids and the selection of renewable energy resources in no case will result in the procurement 
of an aggregate quantity that exceeds the Target of 1,400,000 MWh annually or that combine to cost 
more than the Budget of $22,868,155. 
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For renewable energy resources of a given price and a given location, renewable energy resources from 
wind resources and solar photovoltaic resources are selected over other renewable energy resources 
eligible under the Act, subject to a 75% threshold for wind and to a 6% threshold for solar photovoltaic. 
 
4. Selection Steps 

The evaluation will generally proceed as follows.  

a. Bids will be adjusted to make them comparable across different types of renewable energy.  
The adjustments will be made using a resource-specific factor developed by the Procurement 
Administrator in consultation with the Illinois Power Agency, the Procurement Monitor, and the 
Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission.   

b. Adjusted Bids are stacked from lowest to highest until either the Target or the Budget is met.  
If the Budget is met first, the selection is complete. If the Target is met first: 

o bids that are not yet selected are placed in the Rejected Pool (R Pool); 

o the percentage of the wind target achieved is calculated; 

o the percentage of the PV target achieved to this point is calculated; and 

o the evaluation proceeds to the next step.  

c. Wind resources in the R Pool are put in the R-W Pool and their adjusted bids are stacked from 
lowest to highest.  PV resources in the R Pool are put in the R-PV Pool and their adjusted bids 
are stacked from lowest to highest.  Replacements of non-wind and non-PV resources by wind 
or PV resources are made on the following basis.  If the percentage achieved of the wind target 
is higher [lower] than the percentage of the PV target achieved to this point, then replace an 
other resource (non-wind and non-PV) with a PV resource [wind resource], starting with the 
other resource with the highest adjusted bid price and the PV resource [wind resource] with 
the lowest adjusted bid price, to the extent that such a replacement is possible without 
exceeding the budget and while still meeting the Target.  

d. Resources from Illinois and its Adjoining States in the R Pool are put in the ILA Pool and their 
adjusted bids are stacked from lowest to highest.  Replacements of resources from Other 
States by resources in Illinois and its Adjoining States are made on the following basis.  Replace 
a resource of a given type (wind, PV, or other) from an Other State by a resource of the same 
type in the ILA Pool, starting with the Other State resource with the highest adjusted bid price 
and the Illinois-Adjoining resource with the lowest adjusted bid price, to the extent that such a 
replacement is possible without exceeding the budget and while still meeting the Target.  
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